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We present a qualitative model for current transport in the superconducting state through a series of two
quantum-point contacts with a mesoscopic island between them. A Green’s functions technique is merged with
a rate-equation method in order to account for phase as well as charging effects. Multiple Andreev reflections
are included in a nonperturbative manner and therefore our Ansatz despite some underlying assumptions is in
principle not restricted to the low or high transmission regime. We find that in our system, multiple Andreev
reflection is not totally suppressed by Coulomb blockade, but that the step pattern of current-voltage charac-
teristics is determined by an interplay of multiple thresholds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic transport through two constrictions in series
has been well investigated in two limiting cases. For two
tunnel junctions with low transmission transport is described
by orthodox theory �OT�, and Coulomb blockade �CB� is the
dominating effect.1 The other well-treated kind of configura-
tion is the central island consisting of a sufficiently short
diffusive wire,2 a quantum dot,3,4 or a molecule5 with few
discrete energy levels. A theoretical approach to handle the
interaction between the leads and the island for widely open
transmission channels has been made by bosonization of the
Hamiltonian,6–8 predicting CB effects for low temperature.

We here propose a model for quantum point contacts
�QPCs� with channels of arbitrary transmission. The island
between them is supposed to be metallic, same as the leads.
It has to be small enough to present a capacitance sensitive to
single-charge effects, however, large enough to exhibit a
bulklike continuous density of states. This is realizable with
metallic areas of micrometer diameter and a few tenths of
nanometers height. By quantum point contacts9 we mean
junctions across which interaction is based on phase-
sensitive wave-function overlaps and characterizable in
terms of transport channels.10 A good example for quantum
point contacts are single-atom contacts which can be ar-
ranged with mechanically controllable break junctions.9

Single-atom contacts are known to exhibit few transport
channels,11,12 the number of which depends on the valence of
the metal used and which can have arbitrary transmissions.
Our theoretical method, based on a Green’s functions13,14 as
well as a rate-equation technique,15 consists in combining the
following features in one model for the double-junction case:
We include coherent multiple reflections and multiple An-
dreev reflections �MARs� as well as interference between
different-order processes in each of the junctions. However,
we assume that coherence is not maintained in transport
across the island between the two contacts. Nevertheless the
model accounts for simultaneousness and mutual influence
of transport processes in both junctions via the shifting island
potential due to charging. The main questions behind our
investigations are whether for the two-junction series MARs
actually require multiple excess charges16 to accumulate on

the island and whether MARs get suppressed by CB. Our
model aims at demonstrating the principle feasibility of a
nonperturbative Ansatz and simulating qualitative behavior.
Exact mapping to experiments is not expected. Quantitative
correctness of absolute current values, step heights in the
current-voltage curves or the shape of steps and plateaus is
not necessarily claimed. The important aspect is the predic-
tion of voltage thresholds for the onsets of charge transport
processes requiring coherent interaction across each junction.
The model produces correct results in the limit of perfect
transmissions and is able to mimic preliminary experimental
observations for small transmissions.17

Section II presents the main steps of our calculation pro-
cedure; details can be found in the Appendixes. In Sec. III
we show some examples and interpret our results in an in-
tuitive energy-level scheme, which will be supported by a
deeper analysis in Sec. IV. We conclude with a summary and
an outlook in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

The circuit considered is shown in Fig. 1. An island is
linked to a left and a right lead by quantum point contacts
�QPCs� each characterized by a capacitance and an ensemble
of transport channels. The island is further coupled capaci-
tively to a gate electrode which allows one to shift its poten-
tial �Fig. 1�a��. Each channel in the junctions �Fig. 1�b�� has
a transmission probability � between zero and one. The
equivalent resistance of each channel would be R= h

2e2
1
� . The

transmission probability � is converted to a transmission am-
plitude t by �= 4t2

�1+t2�2 .13 This renormalization of the transmis-

sion stems from summing up all multiple normal reflections
in a single-channel contact, characterized by t, in the normal
state. The transmission amplitude is assumed to be indepen-
dent of the energy of the charge-carrying particle.

All three sites �the left and right reservoirs L and R and
the island I� are taken to be bulk superconductors with the
same � �Fig. 1�c��. For contacts with dimensions smaller
than the coherence length the junctions can be modeled as
nonsuperconducting regions of zero length with a deltalike
barrier. Their properties are, however, much more easily de-
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fined by the sets of transmission coefficients ��1i� and ��2j�.
References 18 and 13 show on the single junction that the
region-with-barrier and the transport-channel picture are
equivalent. Both Ansätze produce exactly the same current-
voltage curves that perfectly fit the experiments.11,12 In our
model all three sites L, R, and I are associated a BCS single-
particle density of states �see Fig. 8� with Fermi level at the
center of a 2�-wide gap, and with filled electron or empty
hole states below and empty electron or filled hole states
above the gap. We work in the single-particle picture. No
temperature effects are included yet; the Fermi function for
occupation is always taken at zero temperature. We also re-
strict ourselves to dissipative transport; that is, no supercur-
rents due to resonant Cooper-pair tunneling are considered in
our model. This might neglect additional current peaks that
would be very narrow in the voltage, however.19,20

Each of the three sites L, I, and R has its own order
parameter, the phase of which only depends on the voltage of
the site. By order parameter we mean the pseudo-wave-
function ��r��=�nSei��r�� accorded to all superconducting
charge carriers in common after London theory. The link to

the single �quasi�particle picture will be contained in the
Green’s functions. The reservoir potentials are fixed at zero
on the left and V on the right. The gate voltage U induces a
charge CgU on the island. Any further charge on the island
has to be quantized, and n additional negative charges move
the potential to �= �VC2+UCg−ne� /Ctot with Ctot=C1+C2

+Cg the total capacitance of the island towards the rest of the
circuit.21 Let A= �VC2+UCg� /Ctot denote the island potential
with respect to the left lead for no extra charges on it �n
=0� and C= ��U−V�Cg−VC1� /Ctot the island potential mea-
sured against the right lead in this case. Then in general, the
island potential can be written as �=A−nB �or A replaced
by C with the right lead for reference instead of the left� with
B=e /Ctot, closely related to the so-called charging energy
Ec=e2 /2Ctot.

It might seem a problem that we take both the number of
charges on the island and the phase of the order parameter as
well defined quantities. Our model relies on the assumption
that a small number of excess electrons or holes does neither
alter the density of states nor the occupation of states accord-
ing to the zero-temperature Fermi distribution, because the
excess charges only represent a very small fraction of the
electron or hole gas on the metal island. Only the Fermi-
energy level, always marking the middle of the gap, is
shifted. This is a good approximation for a large enough
island. The number of charges is only used to evaluate the
classical electrostatic potential. In the quantum-mechanical
sense only the phase is determined, so no contradiction to the
uncertainty relation between conjugate variables is con-
structed. Regarding a junction, it is, however, reasonable to
view charges as localized on either side of it, as even a
perfectly open channel with �=1 means a 13k� barrier be-
tween a lead and the island. Thus the basis of states we adopt
corresponds to what is usually known as “phase states,” but
in this work we nevertheless prefer to call them “charge
states” referring to the respective Fermi-potential levels.
There will be interference between these states in the form of
renormalized transmission rates, and at the same time they
represent a classical set of states that occur with certain prob-
abilities.

The Keldysh Green’s functions formalism, describing op-
erators in the interaction picture, is adapted to using the non-
interacting system, that is, the uncoupled sites here, as a
basis. We do not need eigenstates of a full Hamiltonian,22

although the coupling across the contacts need not be small.
The island can take on all the different states corresponding
to every possible number n of excess charges �Fig. 2�a��. To
fully describe the state of the system, however, also the basis
states for the leads have to contain the information about the
actual charge on the island, which will be introduced as up-
per indices. This is equivalent to the bookkeeping on how
many charges have passed a junction in orthodox theory
models. States from our basis in L and I or R and I can get
coupled by single-particle hoppings if their n differ by 1
�Fig. 2�b��. Nevertheless, for the leads other than for the
island, all n states are at the same potential �Fig. 2�c��. As
here we do not maintain coherence in transport across the
island, there is a Hamiltonian for the left lead-island system

FIG. 1. �a� Scheme of the setup considered: An island between
two junctions towards a left and a right lead, characterized by ca-
pacitances C1 and C2 as well as channels with transmissions �1i and
�2j, respectively, as well as a gate with capacitance Cg. i=1,2 ,3
and j=1,2 in �b� is only an example for the number of channels. V
and U are the applied transport and gate voltage, I is the current to
deduce. �b� Charge transport: Coherent multiple �Andreev� reflec-
tions are only allowed within each channel, however, processes may
be simultaneous in different channels and in both junctions. �c�
Scheme of the model system showing the spatial dependence of the
gap parameter, which is the same in L, I, and R. The junctions are
represented as barriers. The length of the ↔ regions is taken as zero
�Ref. 18�.
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Ĥ�LI� = ĤL + ĤI + �
n

�	LI
n n−1cL,n

† cI,n−1 + 	LI
n n+1cL,n

† cI,n+1

+ 	IL
n n−1cI,n

† cL,n−1 + 	IL
n n+1cI,n

† cL,n+1� �2.1�

and an analogous Ĥ�RI� for the right lead-island system. The
time-independent uncoupled basis ensures that this uses the
same states for the island, enabling matching through a rate

equation later on. ĤL and ĤI in Eq. �2.1� are understood also

to sum over all n, and the spin degree of freedom, which is of
no interest here, is suppressed in the notation. With the
charge-number indices n, n−1, and n+1, addition energies
or chemical potentials are already contained in the creation
and annihilation operators c† and c and the coupling 	, re-
spectively.

Reference 13 derived for a single junction �one channel�
the renormalized hopping function T �advanced or retarded�.
We briefly summarize those results which we use as a start-
ing point here. Sites left and right are denoted with small
letters in the following in order not to confuse the single with
the double junction. T is got from the implicit Dyson equa-
tion

T�
,
�� = 	�
���
 − 
�� +	 d
1	�
�g�
 − 
1�T�
1,
��

�2.2�

or written

T = 	 + 	gT �2.3�

for short and illustrated in Fig. 3�a�; 
, 
�, and 
1 are �arbi-
trary� time arguments. g is the analytically known bulk-
superconductor Green’s function for the uncoupled sites left
and right, and 	 describes single hoppings. All quantities in
Eqs. �2.2� and �2.3� are 2�2 matrices in electron-hole space


Tee Teh

The Thh
� = 
	e 0

0 	h
� + 
	e 0

0 	h
�
gee geh

ghe ghh
�
Tee Teh

The Thh
�

�2.4�

as well as in site space


Tll Tlr

Trl Trr
� = 
 0 	lr

	rl 0
� + 
 0 	lr

	rl 0
�
gll 0

0 grr
�
Tll Tlr

Trl Trr
� .

�2.5�

g stays at one site, 	 hops to the other. Electron-hole con-
version for Andreev reflection �AR� is contained in g. 	 in
Eq. �2.4� has no off-diagonal components. In fact, one uses
Eq. �2.2� or �2.3� once inserted into itself in the form

T = 	 + 	g	 + 	g	gT . �2.6�

For our system the transfer function T is produced for
each junction separately, so we write L and I or R and I
instead of l and r. But as the island charge changes with
transfers, we denote it at times 
 and 
� as two new indices
on T even for times when the particle is in a lead, because
any possible following or earlier transfers depend on that
�Fig. 3�. T will in principle be expanded into a full matrix
from any island charge state n1 to any other n2. However,
estimating which excess charges cannot possibly be reached
any more with the applied voltage, the matrix is truncated to
a finite range, of course. Single hoppings 	 only mediate
between neighboring island charge states. The essence of our
Ansatz is the way the 	 depend on the island charge. Their

FIG. 2. �a� Sites with island resolved into charge states n. �b�
Extending the basis in the leads by the n parameter which has,
however, �c� no influence on the potential.
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phases are determined by the time evolution of the order
parameters at the sites. The island with n charges is at po-
tential �=A−nB, thus �I

n is proportional to ei
�−A+nB�/, 

denoting the time. The left lead is held at ground potential
whence �L

n �e0. Merging an electron �or hole� from the is-
land into the state in the left lead therefore requires one to
put the phase of �L

n ,�I
n+1� into the projection, that is the

hoppings �see Appendix A for more detailed explanations�:

	LI,ee
n n+1 = tei
�−A+�n+1�B�/,

	IL,hh
n n+1 = − tei
�−A+nB�/,

	LI,hh
n n−1 = − tei
�A−�n−1�B�/,

	IL,ee
n n−1 = tei
�A−nB�/. �2.7�

�For R instead of L, replace A by C. The appropriate value of
t has to be used for the respective channel.� The equivalent
of Eq. �2.2� for one lead-to-island junction in our case is
fully written out and explained in Appendix A. Carrying out
the matrix multiplications, the equations separate into two
subsets, those containing TLI and TII as well as those with TIL
and TLL, respectively. Eliminating TII from the first set we get

TLI = 	LI + 	LIgII	ILgLLTLI, �2.8�

an equation for TLI alone. TLI
n1 n2 will be directly linked to

TLI
n1−2 n2 and TLI

n1+2 n2. To change from time to frequency �or
energy� space we use the Fourier transform �a factor 2� is
suppressed in the notation�

g�
 − 
�� =	 d� g��� e−i��
−
�� �2.9�

and for TLI
n1 n2 in analogy to Eq. �23� from Ref. 13 we propose

the representation �with integers k and m�

TLI
n1 n2�
,
��

= �
k

�
m
	 d� e−i�
e−ikA
/e−imB
/ei�
�TLI,km

n1 n2 ��� .

�2.10�

The 	 in Eq. �2.7� show that a multiple �Andreev� reflection
across the left junction will change the phase of the order
parameter by multiples of A
 / and B
 /. The Fourier trans-
form of T as a function of two time arguments therefore only
contains one continuous frequency argument �, and addi-
tionally two integer indices k and m. We here determine
T�
 ,
�� through the functions Tkm���. The only important
aspect, however, is that the form chosen leaves enough de-
grees of freedom to make T�
 ,
�� satisfy Eq. �2.8�. The frac-
tion A of the external voltage dropped over the left junction
and the voltage equivalent B of the charging energy will in
general be incommensurate. It is helpful to start rather gen-
erally with the Ansatz �2.10� and introduce variables k and m,
although they turn out not to be independent. k=n2−n1 and it
can be proven that m=−kn1−k2 /2−1/2, which is an integer,
because k in TLI

n1 n1+k is necessarily odd. In the following, T
means TLI��� and n1 and k are sufficient as indices. A recur-
sion relation can be established analogously to the single-
junction case

Tk
n1 = �k,1s1 + �k,−1s−1 + �k

n1Tk
n1 + V+,k

n1 Tk+2
n1−2 + V−,k

n1 Tk−2
n1+2.

�2.11�

The only extension to Ref. 13 here consists in solving it for
all n1 together, because Eq. �2.11� interconnects them in
steps of �n1=2. s1 and s−1 are the seed to iteratively get T of
all k. s1 and s−1 are just given by single hoppings from Eq.
�2.7� and �, V+, and V− are products of g functions. The
matrices are written out in Appendix A as well as the proce-
dure to solve Eq. �2.11�. As the n range, the k range has to be
truncated to a finite one from kmin to kmax. This does not
mean restricting processes to a finite order, but cutting those
that reach out by more than kmin or kmax from the initial
island charge �see Fig. 3�b�, where we chose �kmin�=2 and
�kmax�=2 very low just for the simplicity of the drawing�.

Before being able to calculate the current, we evaluate the
rates by which processes through all channels from both
junctions alter the island charge and solve for the probabili-
ties Pn to encounter the island with excess charge n. The
transfer rate through the left junction is given by the trace
elements in eh space13

�	LIGIL
+− + 	ILGLI

+−�ee and �	LIGIL
+− + 	ILGLI

+−�hh.

�2.12�

FIG. 3. �a� Illustration of the Dyson equation for the transfer
function: Any transfer through a channel is either direct or one
back-reflection followed by any transfer ending on the other side.
�b� Single hopping with amplitude t from island state 0 to 1 and
multiple �Andreev� reflection processes viewed as successive
changes of the island charge. All such processes are included in the
renormalized transfer amplitude T.
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G+− is the Keldysh Green’s function built from the advanced
and retarded functions by

G+− = �1 + Gr	�g+−�1 + 	Ga� �2.13�

with g+−=2i Im gr. Gr/a is linked to Tr/a by 	Gr/a=Tr/agr/a or
Gr/a	=gr/aTr/a. Equation �2.12� stems from rewriting the cur-
rent density in terms of the Hamiltonian. Island charge indi-
ces on a coupling 	 can only differ by one and G+−, the
corresponding matrix element, must connect the initial and
final states of that 	. Terms contained in Eq. �2.12� are there-
fore naturally recognized as increasing the island charge by
one and thus read

	LI
n+1 nGIL,+−

n n+1 + 	IL
n+1 nGLI,+−

n n+1 �2.14�

or decreasing it by one �replace n+1 by n−1�. We note that
only rate terms changing the island charge by one exist in the
form �2.14� and have to be taken into account. MARs are
included. A MAR contributes to all rates, each changing the
island charge by one, between its initial and final island
charges. This will be explained further when rewriting the
rates in terms of the T and when reanalyzing them in Sec. IV.

In order not to break the coherence of multiple �Andreev�
reflection processes the rate to increase the island charge
from n to n+1 has to be counterbalanced by the one to de-
crease it from n+1 to n through the same channel before
entering it into the rate matrix. So, instead of Eq. �2.14� and
the analoguous term with n+1 replaced by n−1 we only
have rate terms of the form

	LI
n+1 nGIL,+−

n n+1 + 	IL
n+1 nGLI,+−

n n+1 − 	LI
n n+1GIL,+−

n+1 n − 	IL
n n+1GLI,+−

n+1 n .

�2.15�

As illustrated in Fig. 4, Eq. �2.15� is understood as the
rate Rn

n+1 from n to n+1 if it is positive and as the �positive�
rate Rn+1

n from n+1 to n if it is negative. The idea behind
using such net rates without weighting the positive and nega-
tive terms in Eq. �2.15� by the probabilities Pn and Pn+1,
respectively, is the following: In case that the n→n+1 con-
tribution from Eq. �2.14� exceeds the n+1→n contribution,
it means that a certain percentage of all charges passing

through the regarded channel in an n→n+1 step is immedi-
ately back-reflected as an n+1→n step without letting the
island actually come to the n+1 state. An analogous argu-
ment holds for the n+1→n part outweighting the n→n+1
part. In fact, our construction of the rate matrix allows a
single step out of a MAR that changes the island charge
between n and n+1 to contribute to real current flow, with
the other steps of the MAR only happening virtually. This
conserves coherence and interference between our basis
states. From a mathematical point of view, taking expression
�2.15� ensures that entries of the rate matrix are real. In con-
trast to Eq. �6� from Ref. 13, with the plus sign and the island
charge indices on 	 and G, Eq. �2.14� is not real. However, it
can be shown that Eq. �2.15� is composed of pairs of com-
plex conjugate terms and equal to twice the real part of the
first two products. Using T��� made before, Appendix B
shows that Eq. �2.15� can be calculated as

2 Re Tr�	LI
n+1 nGIL,+−

n n+1 + 	IL
n+1 nGLI,+−

n n+1� = 2 Re�	 d��
k

�gII
r ���TIL,k

n n−k,r���gLL
+−�� + kA + mB�TLI,k

n−k n,a����hh

+	 d��
k

�TLI,k
n+1 n+k+1,r���gII

+−���TIL,k
n+k+1 n+1,a���gLL

a �� + kA + mB��hh

+	 d��
k

�TIL,k
n+1 n+1−k,r���gLL

+−�� + kA + mB�TLI,k
n+1−k n+1,a���gII

a ����ee

+	 d��
k

�gLL
r �� + kA + mB�TLI,k

n n+k,r���gII
+−���TIL,k

n+k n,a����ee� . �2.16�

FIG. 4. Composing net rates through a channel between neigh-
boring island charge states and places where to enter them in the
rate matrix. Here, for example, the net rate between n+1 and
n+2 is from n+2 to n+1 and goes on the upper side diagonal, same
as the net rate between n and n+1. Between n−1 and n, the net
flow is from n−1 to n and goes on the lower side diagonal. Only the
three middle diagonals are nonzero. The diagonal entries D are
determined after all other entries have been filled in. Other channels
from the same junction as the one drawn or from the other junction
may fill the fields still empty here or add to the ones with � as well.
However, a channel can only contribute to one entry of each pair
marked with /.
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Both charge indices on T are written out for clarity; m is
determined by the first one and k in each case. Only TLI must
be calculated by recursion from Eq. �2.11�; TIL is then easily
inferred as given in Appendix B. For the rate between n and
n+1 in Eq. �2.16� the outer indices are n or n+1; however,
the sums are over all k, inner indices can thus be any charge
number. Here is thus seen the way interference between
charge states enters the formalism. The � integration must be
done numerically.

The rates for all channels from both junctions are added23

on the upper and lower side diagonal of the rate matrix �Fig.
4�. In a single junction the contributions of individual chan-
nels are independent and are not mixed by MARs.12 In our
case the mutual influence between different channels is
treated classically through the changing island charge and
potential. The presence of the second junction constitutes
additional channels, in the same way as more channels in one
contact would do. The diagonal elements in our rate matrix
are given by the negative sum of the two elements above and
below in the same column. The stationary state requirement
for the probabilities Pn of the island charge states, which can

be gathered into the vector P� , reads dP� /dt=0 or

�
. . .

− Rn−1
n−2 − Rn−1

n Rn
n−1 0

Rn−1
n − Rn

n−1 − Rn
n+1 Rn+1

n

0 Rn
n+1 − Rn+1

n − Rn+1
n+2

. . .
�

��
. . .

Pn−1

Pn

Pn+1

. . .
� =�

. . .

0

0

0

. . .
� . �2.17�

Of course, for the numerical evaluation, the dimensions of

the rate matrix and the P� vector are cut to a finite range from
nmin to nmax. Rn

n−1Pn is the flow going out from state n to
n−1, Rn

n+1Pn the one going to n+1. Thus, these terms are
entered on the respective upper and lower side diagonals for
they increase Pn−1 and Pn+1, and with negative sign on the
main diagonal because they diminish Pn. In each line, the
nth, for example, the outgoing flow �−Rn

n−1−Rn
n+1�Pn from

state n has to be compensated by the incoming flow
Rn−1

n Pn−1+Rn+1
n Pn+1 to state n from neighboring states. The

linear system �2.17� is easily solved for the Pn, imposing a
common scaling factor by �nPn=1. From Eq. �2.17� it can
also be seen that for a current flow, at least for one n there
has to be a rate contribution in the n→n+1 direction from
some channel and a contribution in the n+1→n direction
from another. Otherwise all but one of the Pn will be zero
and the island gets blocked in a particular state. For a net dc
current the two mentioned channels have to belong to differ-
ent junctions, of course. As in the stationary state charge
must not accumulate on the island, the dc current is the same
through both junctions. It can be calculated for any of the
two junctions �the right R↔ I, for example�. Here, in contrast

to the rate matrix, only the rates for one junction are used
and they are taken with signs according to the direction of
the current flow

I = e�
n

�Rn R↔I
n+1 − Rn R↔I

n−1 �Pn �2.18�

�e is the elementary charge unit and the R are in s−1�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start by evaluating our model for some well-studied
situations. In the limit �=0 we recover the normal state be-
havior. The current-voltage �I-V� curve is exactly the same as
described by orthodox theory, a fact that can serve as a con-
sistency test. For vanishing gate voltage and equal junction
capacitances the current sets in after the Coulomb blockade
regime at eV=2Ec and increases with discontinuous deriva-
tive at eV= �4n+2�Ec �Fig. 5�. At these voltages the next
higher island charge state can be reached which is also seen
in the Pn. For unequal capacitances the thresholds will de-
pend on the ratio C1 :C2. In a plot of I versus both V and U
the edges would form Coulomb diamonds. For only slightly
different transmissions of the two junctions the island also
goes into states with negative n during charge transport.

In order to compare our algorithm with results for a single
junction in the superconducting state �Fig. 6�a�� we choose
high junction capacitances such that the island charging en-
ergy Ec is much less than the gap � and not the dominant
parameter. For one junction with one perfectly open channel
��1=1� and the other with one channel of medium transmis-
sion ��2=0.48�, there is a steplike structure in the current,
resembling the single-junction characteristic. Due to the fact
that, in contrast to a lead, a junction with �=1 means a series
resistance of 13k�, the single-junction characteristic is not
exactly reproduced, however. The steps are shallower and the
ohmic behavior is only observed well above 2�. The step
positions are not necessarily simply fractions of 4� �see be-
low�. For the combination of a channel with perfect trans-
mission ��1=1� in one junction and a channel of small trans-
mission ��2=0.06� in the other junction, the result is
essentially a product of the throughputs of the two junctions

FIG. 5. Current I and island charge state probabilities Pn as a
function of voltage for �=0 �normal state�, C1=C2, U=0, one
channel per junction, left �1=0.48, right �2=0.06.
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with main current onset at about eV=2�, as expected. This
curve appears noisier than the one above it, due to the divi-
sion of I by min��1 ,�2� for plotting. In the case of two junc-
tions with low transmission ��1=�2=0.06� a voltage of eV
=4� is required to get non-negligible current, that is a po-
tential difference of 2� per junction. The current rise is shal-
lower, though, than the steep onset for a single junction or a
double tunnel junction,20,24 in agreement with preliminary
experimental results17 on a setup replacing at least one con-
tact by a few-channel break junction. The influence of the
charging energy Ec is still present in Fig. 6�a� with Ec /�
=0.1. Further reducing this ratio would require us to enlarge
the number of included island charge states accordingly and
thus by much increase the calculation time on a PC. In Fig.
6�b� with �1=�2=1 the charging energy �parameter B� has
been artificially set to zero. As we are thus deprived of any
means to reduce the amplitude to charge the island to ever
higher n with MARs of increasing order, a correct result can
only be obtained in the limit �nmin,nmax�→ �−� ,��. With

Ec=0 and �1=�2=1 there is one steep current onset without
further steps in the curve. In the single-junction calculations
in Ref. 13 for all ��1, I=0 at V=0, while I /2�=2e /h at
V=0 for �=1. Our model in contrast produces onsets ap-
proaching V=0 with enlarging the n range. The limited n
range will always prevent our double-junction algorithm
from giving a finite I arbitrarily near V=0. The qualitatively
correct behavior for high transmissions is nevertheless dem-
onstrated by the curves from Fig. 6.

In Fig. 7 we show I-V curves together with island charge
state probabilities for one junction with a channel of medium
transmission ��1=0.48� and the other with a channel of low
transmission ��2=0.06�, which is, however, meant to be an
arbitrary example. We always choose zero gate voltage and
equal junction capacitances, but different ratios of Ec and �.

FIG. 6. �a� I-V for Ec /�=0.1, C1=C2, U=0, different �1 and �2

�note that division by min��1 ,�2� to get comparable I values is not
a full normalization for the double junction�. Lower inset: Magni-
fication of the low-voltage regime for �1=1.00 and �2=0.48. Upper
inset: I-V of a single junction for three values of � �Ref. 13�. �b�
Test I-V curves for U=0, �1=�2=1, and Ec=0 with increasing the
considered range of island charge states �nmin,nmax�= �−n ,n�, kmax

=n �symbols are drawn because of the coarser point density and
larger scale than in �a� here�.

FIG. 7. I-V and corresponding Pn for U=0, �1=0.48 and �2

=0.06, C1=C2 and �a� Ec /�=1.44, �b� Ec /�=0.58, �c� Ec /�
=0.34.
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The observed current onsets in the following will be corre-
lated to particular transport processes. In all three cases, but
most pronounced in Fig. 7�b�, there is a current increase at
V /2=2� /e or eV=4�. This is when an electron from the left
lead finds an empty state at its energy level on the island,
initially with zero excess charge, and can therefore hop over
�see Fig. 8�a�� and shift the island to charge one. However,
this possibility is coupled to the condition that the voltage
also exceeds 2Ec or V /2�Ec /e, which it does in our ex-

amples because 4��2Ec for all of them. The charging en-
ergy requirement corresponds to checking that the upper
rimp of the occupied electron reservoir of the island at po-
tential midway between charge zero and one, levels with
occupied electron states in the left lead. The electron relaxed
into the electron sea below the gap may have come from the
left. The meaning of the midway potential can be understood
by considering that the charging energy e2 /2C equals only
half the voltage difference between successive charge states

FIG. 8. �a� Potential levels of left �L� and right �R� leads and island �I� with different excess charges. Every line triplet marks a density
of states as in the inset with a 2�-wide gap, occupied/empty electron/hole states below and vice versa above. The gaps of different island
charge states may be overlapping or separated �as drawn� depending on the ratio Ec /�. The 0 state of the island is at V /2 in case that C1

=C2 and U=0, or else its distance from the potential of the left lead in the direction of the arrow is given by A and its distance from the
right-lead Fermi level by C �see text�. Also drawn are “charge-changing” states �gray� of the island midway between states n and n+1.
Horizontal arrows mark the conditions for charging the island from 0 to 1 ��� and from 1 to 2 ��� from the left as well as decharging it from
1 to 0 by releasing one electron to the right ���, all by single electron transfers. �b� A first-order AR in the left junction including charging
the island from 0 to 1 at some stage can be an electron from the left encountering the island in state −1, being Andreev reflected there and
thus leaving it in state 1 when returning to the left as a hole, an electron from the left coming onto the island in state 0 and leaving it as a
hole in state 2, a hole from the island in state −1 going to the left and after AR there coming back as an electron to final state 1, or a hole
leaving the island from state 0 and being back as an electron in final state 2. �c� Shortcut versions to derive conditions from the energy level
diagram for the four processes from �b� to give a net contribution to charge the island from 0 to 1. �d� Two examples of second-order AR
processes across the left junction. The full processes would go from n=0 to n=3. For the shortcut version to derive the lowest threshold for
all second-order AR processes together to contribute to an island charging rate from 0 to 1, see the inset of Fig. 13; this has to be
complemented by the same charging condition �gray dot and arrow� as in the left diagram from �c�.
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��=e /C times e. It will be shown in the next section how
the dual threshold, 4� and 2Ec here, emerges from the rates
derived in Sec. II. The particle paths in the energy-level pic-
ture in Fig. 8 are an interpretation, not premises of our
model. For comparison, remark that the orthodox theory
model yields 4�+2Ec as the threshold for single-charge hop-
ping �at U=0�, which is indeed verified in experiments on
double tunnel junctions; the onset can be brought down to
4� by a gate voltage.20,24 In our calculations, for the case
that the onset is at 4� at U=0, it comes down to 4�−2Ec
with the appropriate gate voltage, and down to zero if the
onset is at 2Ec for U=0. Our model predicts thresholds
which do not coincide with those obtained from OT by clas-
sical energy balance arguments alone. It thus suggests that
the distinction between tunnel junctions and quantum-point
connections may not merely consist in the latter having
higher transmission, but in a qualitatively different interac-
tion linking both sides of the contact. Transport characteris-
tics of a single junction without the interplay of the super-
conductor gap and the charging energy of an island, could,
however, not reveal such a property.

We now go on with the discussion of the results from our
model. All essential features can already be seen for C1
=C2 and U=0 whence we mostly restrict ourselves to that
special case here. Analogously to the conditions for charging
the island from zero to one, for charging it from one to two
by single-charge transfer requires eV�4�+4Ec and eV
�6Ec. Electrons from below the gap in the left lead have to
find empty states above the gap in the island’s n=1 state and
the lower gap edge of the midway state between one and two
has to be below the lower gap edge left �see Fig. 8�a��.
Again, 4�+4Ec�6Ec is valid for all examples in Fig. 7. �In
writing down voltage conditions we will skip the obvious
factor e from now on.� Evidently, as seen from the current
and the Pn, the island is charged to one or even higher states
well below 4� in all cases in Fig. 7, which, of course, is due
to Andreev reflection �AR�. For lowest-order AR, there are
four processes depicted in Fig. 8�b�, that—when decomposed
into two charging steps—contain a step from n=0 to n=1.
For the two processes beginning with sending an electron out
from an occupied state on the left, it does not matter whether
this electron comes onto the island in its initial state above or
below the Fermi level or inside or outside the gap. The re-
flected hole energetically lies at the potential mirrored at the
Fermi level, the mirrored half of the process, however, drawn
at the final island state with n increased by two. The AR only
occurs if this mirrored level corresponds to filled electron or
empty hole states in the left lead, that is lies below the gap
on the left. This requirement leads to the condition V�2�
for the AR from −1 to 1 and to V�2�+4Ec for the AR from
0 to 2, respectively. As the left lead is held at fixed potential,
for the two processes starting with a hole on the island and
the AR happening in the lead, no shift of the mirrored half is
necessary. The reflected electron, however, has to find an
empty level in the final island state with n increased by two
compared to the initial state. Again, the AR from −1 to 1
requires V�2� and the one from 0 to 2 needs V�2�
+4Ec.

Even if the AR between −1 and 1 contributes to charging
the island up from 0 to 1, for the same voltage V there may

still be AR in the opposite direction from 2 to 0 including a
decharging step from 1 to 0 through the same transport chan-
nel. A net island charge increase from 0 to 1 from the two
processes from Fig. 8�b� with AR on the island is found only
if V�2Ec. The proof will be given in the next section. The
shortcut version how to derive from the energy-level diagram
the lowest threshold for first-order AR to bring the island
from n=0 to n=1 together with the additional charging en-
ergy condition V�2Ec is shown in Fig. 8�c�. The electron
from the left enters the island in the n=0 state and is mir-
rored at the Fermi level there without being shifted to a
higher island charge state. Requiring an empty level for the
reflected hole on the left necessitates V�2�. As for single-
charge transfers we now additionally demand that the upper
rimp of the filled electron levels of the 0↔1 change state
lies below the lower gap edge of the left lead, which means
that V�2Ec. The complementary process with AR in the
lead is just drawn for completeness and gives the same
thresholds. Require an empty level for the reflected electron
also in the island n=0 state where the initial hole came from.
And here demand that the lower edge of the filled hole states
in the left lead is above the gap of the island 0↔1 change
state. In conclusion the onset of the discussed first-order AR
processes is found at V=2� or V=2Ec, according to which
of the two represents the larger threshold. Figure 7�b� corre-
sponds to the first, Fig. 7�a� to the second case. In Fig. 7�c�,
the step at approximately 2�, which happens to be nearly
equal to 6Ec in this case, is due to charging to the n=2 state
by higher-order MARs, requiring 4Ec plus only a fraction of
�. The reason why there is �almost� no charging from n=0 to
n=1 �P0�0� despite 2Ec�2� will be understood in context
with the decharging condition �see below�. The shortcut pro-
cess diagrams from Fig. 8�c� can also be interpreted in the
peculiar way that in our model it is possible to add a single
charge to the island by AR. Another charge may go off to the
other lead before the second charge comes from the AR, thus
opening a way to get a current contribution from such a
partial Andreev reflection. An equivalent description would
be that the second transfer of the AR only happens virtually.
Even if the transfer charging up the island belongs to an AR,
only the charging energy condition for one additional charge
has to be fulfilled. That is V�2Ec for, for example, bringing
the island from n=0 to n=1 by the first half of the AR from
0 to 2. If the second part of this AR actually carries the island
from n=1 to n=2, the charging condition reads V�6Ec just
like for the single-charge transfer.

A deeper analysis of the rate contributions from single-
charge transfers such as the above for lowest-order AR on
the island reveals that the dual threshold there is also due to
the counterbalance of several processes. There are two pos-
sibilities to increase the island charge from n=0 to n=1. An
electron from the left lead can go into the final island state
n=1 for V�4�+4Ec. A hole from the initial island state n
=0 can already find an empty level in the left lead for V
�4�. If V�4Ec−4�, the island in the n=1 state can, how-
ever, even release an electron to the left lead. A net flow from
n=0 to n=1 is obtained for V�2Ec, hence the dual threshold
V�4� and V�2Ec, which will also be shown to follow
from Eq. �2.16� in the next section.

Figure 8�d� sketches two second-order AR processes from
the initial state n=0 to final state n=3. The shortcut diagram
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to deduce the threshold from which on all second-order AR
containing a 0→1 step contribute to the 0→1 charging rate
is given in the inset of Fig. 13. This diagram serves as an
example to explain the geometric derivation of a voltage
threshold in detail. The process starts in the electron reser-
voir of the left lead at some energy level lying an amount x
below the gap, that is at potential �+x. The particle enters
the island and is Andreev reflected at the Fermi level of the 0
state. That brings it to potential V /2+ �V /2−�−x�. It now
travels back to the left lead and is again Andreev reflected
there, ending up at −V+�+x. To find an empty electron state
at this energy on the island—still in the 0 state—requires
−V+�+x�V /2−� or, as x may be infinitely small V
�4� /3, that is as expected twice the threshold for second-
order AR from the single junction. In addition to that condi-
tion, 0→1 charging by second-order AR at the same time
requires V�2Ec.

For current flow through the whole system, when increas-
ing the island charge via the left junction, decharging the
island via the right junction must be allowed. Changing from
n=1 to n=0 by single-electron transfer means that an elec-
tron from the occupied states below the gap on the island in
state 1 has to find an empty state above the gap in the right
lead, requiring that V /2−2Ec+��V−� or V�4�−4Ec
�Fig. 8�a��. For a junction of low transmission single-charge
hopping is the essential transfer process. Higher-order pro-
cesses are included in our model the same way as for the left
junction, but we mostly neglect them for the interpretation of
the dominating features in the I-V curves from Fig. 7 because
we chose the second junction of low transmission there. In
the examples from Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�, 4�−4Ec is less than
2Ec or 2�, respectively, thus in the voltage region following
the main onset, current flow takes place by charging the is-
land from 0 to 1 via the left junction by partial AR and
decharging it from 1 to 0 via the right junction by single-
particle transfer. For higher voltages the oscillation of the
island state shifts to alternating most of the time between
state 1 and state 2, and so on. In Fig. 7�c� the first step
marking the main onset at 6Ec is made by a process involv-
ing states 1 and 2. Even if in this example 2��2Ec and

charging from 0 to 1 by partial AR would be possible, this
cannot yet lead to a current flow, because the decharging
process from 1 to 0 across the right junction is suppressed.
However, decharging from 2 to 1 is allowed if V�4�−8Ec,
which is below 6Ec in the example. Island state 0 comes into
play with a pronounced step in the I-V at 4�−4Ec, but at
slightly further increased voltage higher states are adopted
much more frequently because of the low Ec in this case.

In Fig. 7�c� there is a small current contribution starting
right above 2Ec and making the island switch between states
0 and 1. The origin of this must be a partial higher-order AR
requiring a voltage equal to only a fraction of the gap �4� /5
would fit here� to charge the island up across the left junc-
tion. A small rate for decharging across the right junction
also by partial �here first-order� AR, allowed above 2�
−4Ec, is seen in this case. The island almost gets trapped in
state 1, though. The little current bump at low voltages in
Fig. 7�b� is of more subtle origin. The island is charged to 1
even below V=2Ec. Although only island states 0 and 1 are
actually adopted, the charging rate must be due to interfer-
ence with higher excess charge states. In double tunnel-
junction experiments so-called Andreev and Josephson qua-
siparticle cycles also appear as ridges in the CB regime20,24

and have been explained by coupling between island charge
states.25,26 In the next section we shall give an idea how
contributions violating the simple charging energy conditions
used before may arise in our model and why they are valid.

Figure 9 illustrates that the edges in the I-V characteristic,
although not all equidistant as in the normal-conducting case,
with varying gate voltage form Coulomb diamonds. The
asymmetry in the shape of the steps in the two diagonal
directions along the edges is due to the unequal junction
transmissions �1��2. In the general case where C1�C2 and
U�0, in the conditions involving the left junction, V /2 has
to be replaced by A and in those for the right junction there
is −C instead of V /2. Figure 10 shows that edges in the
I-V curve are no longer found at even multiples of � and/or
Ec for unequal capacitances. With the simple ratio C1 :C2
=1:2 that we chose as an example, the values can still be
given in fractions of � and Ec, though. The shift of edge
positions with C1 :C2 is an effect that is already present in the

FIG. 9. Current as a function of transport and gate voltage for
the same junction transmissions as in Fig. 7, C1=C2 and Ec /�
=0.7.

FIG. 10. I-V for the same parameters as in Fig. 7�a�, especially
same Ec, but C1 :C2=1:2 �full symbols�. The curve from Fig. 7�a�
is plotted again for comparison �open symbols�.
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normal state and OT, of course. The example in Fig. 11 dem-
onstrates that the island passes through states with negative
as well as positive excess charge if the transmissions of the
two junctions are of comparable size. In this situation also
the counterparts of the transport processes discussed above
with the roles of the junctions as well as electrons and holes
interchanged contribute to the transport. The distinct current
rise at 4Ec, also present in Fig. 7, can be assigned to the AR
process between n=−1 and n=1 with the AR taking place in
the lead �see Fig. 8�b� and next section�. The contribution of
this process is not necessarily zero for lower voltages, how-
ever, a diagram analogous to Fig. 15 would reveal a singu-
larity matching at V=4Ec. In Fig. 12 we show an example
with two channels in the left junction, and for comparison
the I-V’s with only one channel present. As charge transports
through the two channels have to share the throughput of the
one channel in the right junction, the current is less than the
sum of both single-channel setups. This obvious phenom-
enon is also found in OT models.

We have invoked higher-order AR to explain the principal
step shortly behind 6Ec in Fig. 7�c� as well as the small
currents at low voltages in Figs. 7�b� and 7�c�. We have not
clearly associated edges to particular MARs there. Having
in mind the behavior of the single superconducting
junction,13,27 steps from MARs, starting from island state n
=0, could be expected at all fractions of 4� for the double
junction. However, with the additional conditions for supply-
ing the charging energy and decharging the island for a sta-
tionary current flow, the onsets of higher-order processes are
harder to distinguish here. To construct an example where a
step from second-order MARs can be found �Fig. 13�, con-
sider the following arguments. We have already derived the
condition for overcoming the superconductor gap above,
namely, V�4� /3. Simultaneously, to charge the island up to
n=1 by partial MARs, V�2Ec is required. Furthermore, to
allow decharging to the right by single-charge transfer for a
low transmission junction we further need V�4�−4Ec. To
unambiguously identify the onset of the process, the MAR
condition should be the dominating one. Writing Ec=a�
with a being a real number, 4� /3�2Ec is equivalent to a
�2/3, whereas 4� /3�4�−4Ec means a�2/3. This proves
that with parameters as in Fig. 7 a pronounced edge at eV
=4� /3 will never be found whatever the ratio between �
and Ec. For the example in Fig. 13 we chose rather high
transmissions for both junctions, such that the rate for de-
charging the island from 1 to 0 across the right junction by a
partial AR does not become too small. First-order AR for
decharging requires V�2�−4Ec. Now, 4� /3�2Ec and
4� /3�2�−4Ec leaves a window 1/6�a�2/3. Ec is
within this range in Fig. 13 and an edge at 4� /3 from partial
second-order MARs as well as even an edge at 4� /4 from
partial third-order MARs are observed. 4� /5 falls below
2Ec, however. Without the charging-energy condition and the
decharging threshold interfering too closely on the energy
scale with the onsets of MAR, the I-V curve resembles the
single-junction characteristic with positive second-order de-
rivative �concave instead of straight or convex form� in each
step.

FIG. 11. I-V and Pn for the same parameters as in Fig. 7�a�,
except that here �2=0.3.

FIG. 12. I-V for U=0, C1=C2, Ec /�=1.44, one channel with
�2=0.48 in the right junction and three different configurations of
�1=0.3, �1=0.48 and two channels with �11=0.48 and �12=0.3 in
the left junction.

FIG. 13. I-V for U=0, C1=C2, Ec /�=0.42, one channel per
junction with �1=�2=0.7. Inset: Shortcut level diagram for second-
order AR process across the left junction.
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IV. ANALYSIS

In this section we shall deduce how the process thresholds
obtained graphically from the energy-level diagrams in the
previous section arise from the rate terms �2.16� and how
these formulas can lead to the selection of the higher of two
thresholds associated to overcoming the superconductor gap
and supplying the charging energy, respectively. The virtue
of the Green’s functions method lies in solving Eq. �2.3� in a
closed form

T = �1 − 	g�−1	 , �4.1�

which includes interaction to all orders and makes it valid for
	 of arbitrary size. For insight and physical interpretation it
is, however, helpful to develop Eq. �4.1� into a “geometric”
series, although this is not necessarily quickly converging.

T = 	 + 	g	 + 	g	g	 + . . . . �4.2�

Expressing all T in Eq. �2.16� by the sums from Eq. �4.2�, the
lowest-order terms will result if there is just one 	 in the
place of each T. Then we must have �k�=1, because single
hoppings 	 can only alter the island charge by one, and
furthermore k=−1 in the first two lines and k=1 in the last
two lines, for otherwise the outer indices in electron-hole
space could not be h or e, respectively. For this special case
the four terms read, with m evaluated from Eq. �B4�:
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As shown in Appendix B, frequency arguments are chosen
such that all exponential phase factors cancel, including
those from the 	 here; the two 	 in each of the four products
thus simply give a real factor t2. For n=0 the remaining g
functions are plotted in Fig. 14. The sign of their product is
indicated in the frequency intervals where it is real, because
for the rate contribution twice the real part has to be taken.
The plotted functions correspond to the first two products
from Eq. �2.15�; the imaginary parts will be cancelled by the
last two products, which are the complex conjugates.

gr/a��� =
1

��2 − �� ± i��2
− � � i� �

− � � ± i�
� �4.4�

� in Eq. �4.4� is a tiny imaginary addition to the frequency
for numerical performance, especially choosing the correct
root. In the limit �→0, g for a fixed � is either purely real or
purely imaginary. g+− is imaginary or zero. A product of two
g functions therefore is either real or purely imaginary. As

FIG. 14. Composition of the
single-charge transfer lowest-
order rate contributions concern-
ing the island charge change from
zero to one across the left junction
for C1=C2 and U=0, i.e., poten-
tial of the neutral island vs the left
lead A=V /2. Arrows mark the
sign of the product of the g func-
tions in the frequency ranges
where it is real. The product is
imaginary where nothing is
indicated.
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retarded and advanced g are the same function but for com-
plex conjugation, it is easily seen that contributions to the
integrals from ��−� and ��V /2+� cancel each other for
the first two terms and so do contributions for ��−V /2
+2Ec−� and ��� for the last two terms. The latter fact
also justifies taking finite integration boundaries in the cal-
culation. From Fig. 14 we further see that for the first two
terms the remaining piece of the frequency axis between the
two 2� intervals, where the real part of the product does not
vanish, only exists if V /2−��� or V�4� �assuming posi-
tive V here�. As drawn in Fig. 14 the contribution from the
interval −V /2+2Ec+����−� is also positive if it exists
for large enough V, which even requires V�4�+4Ec. Even
for positive V, however, −V /2+2Ec can come to lie on the
positive � axis, and consequently because of the sign change
in g+− the contribution will be negative. Because of the
unique shape of the g functions it will cancel the first two
terms exactly when the intervals become of equal length, that
is for −V /2+2Ec=V /2 or V=2Ec. In conclusion, the four
terms thus yield a positive rate, meaning single-particle
transfer across the left junction raising the island charge from
zero to one, if V�4� and V�2Ec. Otherwise the rate is zero
or negative, the latter meaning that lowering the island
charge from one to zero across the left junction is possible. In
contrast to the general series �4.2�, TLI or TIL only have terms
with an odd number of 	 in them, so the next higher-order
rate contributions from Eq. �2.16� have one of the T in each
line developed into a product of the form 	g	g	 and the
other taken as a single 	. The cases where each line contains
either only gee or only ghh, that is no AR, describe multiple
reflections across one junction of an electron or a hole and
yield the same voltage thresholds as the single-particle terms
from Eq. �4.3� in accordance with density-of-states and
charging-energy requirements. To discuss the simple case of
vanishing gate voltage and equal junction capacitances, the
rate contribution from n=0 to 1 for positive V only exists if
V�4� and changes sign at V=2Ec. It comes out negative for
higher voltage, which is correct though, because the rate con-
tribution here is linked to the second term of the series that
we get when developing the square root of the transmission
probability � in terms of the hopping amplitude t

�� =
2t

1 + t2 = 2�t − t3 + . . . � . �4.5�

The number of hopping amplitude factors in each contribu-
tion in

gTgT = g�	 + 	g	g	 + . . . �g�	 + 	g	g	 + . . . �

= g	g	 + g	g	g	g	 + . . . �4.6�

can be mapped onto the powers of t in the composition of the
transmission probability

� = ���� = 4�t2 − 2t4 + . . . � . �4.7�

Again for the special case of U=0 and C1=C2, for the right
junction instead of the left, V /2 �from Figs. 14�a� and 14�b��
would have to be replaced by −V /2, and −V /2+2Ec �from
Figs. 14�c� and 14�d�� by V /2+2Ec, still regarding island
charge changes between zero and one. The 2� interval

around V /2+2Ec is then separated from the 2� interval
around �=0 if V /2+2Ec−��� or V�4�−4Ec. All four
terms will give a negative rate then meaning that decharging
the island from one to zero across the right junction is pos-
sible. There is no counterbalancing of the first two against
the last two terms for positive voltages, as V /2+2Ec cannot
equal −V /2 for V�0. Thus V�4�−4Ec is the unique
threshold for decharging. Our analysis has thus so far ex-
plained the thresholds due to single-particle transfer found in
the I-V curves from the last section. To complete the given
information, we note that in the general case with unequal
junction capacitances and/or nonvanishing gate voltage the
condition to increase the island charge from n to n+1 by
single-particle transfer across the left junction is that 2A has
to exceed the higher value out of 4�+4nEc and �4n+2�Ec.
For decharging from n+1 to n by single-particle transfer
across the right junction, it is required that −2C�4�−4�n
+1�Ec.

A similar rate-term study as for the single-particle trans-
fers shall now be outlined for the lowest-order AR. Inserting
the developments of all T in �2.16�, from all terms that con-
sist of four 	 and have geh and ghe in them, we pick a group
of four for illustration �there are sixteen such products on the
whole�. As Ansatz to derive the frequency arguments of the
two g in each product that are not yet explicitly written in
Eq. �2.16� use that all exponential phase factors have to can-
cel in these dc current rates. Apart from an amplitude factor
of t4 the following products remain for integration over �.

The first term with k=1�gII
r TIL

n n−1gLL
+−TLI

n−1 n�hh contains, de-
veloping the second T,

gII,he
r 	IL,e

n n−1gLL,ee
+− 	LI,e

n−1 ngII,eh
a 	IL,h

n n+1gLL,hh
a 	LI,h

n+1 n

which reduces to

�I� gII,he
r ���gLL,ee

+− 
� +
A


− n

B


�gII,eh

a ���

�gLL,hh
a 
� −

A


+ n

B


�

and with k=−1 in �gII
r TIL

n n+1gLL
+−TLI

n+1 n�hh there is, developing
the first T,

gII,he
r 	IL,e

n n−1gLL,ee
r 	LI,e

n−1 ngII,eh
r 	IL,h

n n+1gLL,hh
+− 	LI,h

n+1 n

which gives

�II� gII,he
r ���gLL,ee

r 
� +
A


− n

B


�gII,eh

r ���

�gLL,hh
+− 
� −

A


+ n

B


�

.
The third term �TIL

n+1 n+2gLL
+−TLI

n+2 n+1gII
a �ee for k=−1 devel-

oping the first T has in it

	IL,e
n+1 ngLL,ee

r 	LI,e
n n+1gII,eh

r 	IL,h
n+1 n+2gLL,hh

+− 	LI,h
n+2 n+1gII,he

a

or
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�III� gLL,ee
r 
� +

A


− �n + 1�

B


�gII,eh

r ���

�gLL,hh
+− 
� −

A


+ �n + 1�

B


�gII,he

a ���

and with k=1, in �TIL
n+1 ngLL

+−TLI
n n+1gII

a �ee developing the sec-
ond T, one contribution is

	IL,e
n+1 ngLL,ee

+− 	LI,e
n n+1gII,eh

a 	IL,h
n+1 n+2gLL,hh

a 	LI,h
n+2 n+1gII,he

a

equal to

�IV� gLL,ee
+− 
� +

A


− �n + 1�

B


�gII,eh

a ���

�gLL,hh
a 
� −

A


+ �n + 1�

B


�gII,he

a ��� . �4.8�

The g functions appearing in the four products �4.8� are plot-
ted in Fig. 15 for the same special case as Fig. 14, that is,
take n=0 and A=V /2 in Eq. �4.8�. Here, in the central inter-
val of length 2� around zero there are two real and two
imaginary g, so the product is real. For symmetry reasons all
contributions from outside the central 2� intervals cancel.
Contributions from the finite intervals between the three 2�
regions cancel between terms I and II and between III and
IV, respectively. Contributions from the outermost half-open
intervals already cancel in each of the terms I to IV alone. It
is the contribution from the central 2�-part, meaning the
energy range inside the gap on the island, that counts for AR.
This contribution is positive in all four terms as they are
drawn in Fig. 15. To avoid that the other two 2� intervals
completely overlap the central one and thus leave no fre-
quency range with real and nonzero product there, V /2−�
�0 or V�2� is required in terms I and II, whereas in terms
III and IV one needs V /2−2Ec−��0 or V�2�+4Ec. Even

restricting our considerations to V�0, −V /2+2Ec and V /2
−2Ec with their 2� intervals around them could swap sides
in terms III and IV reversing the sign of the product in the
range between them. If lengths of intervals become equal to
those from terms I and II, terms III and IV can outweight
them, and this is the case for −V /2=V /2−2Ec or V=2Ec,
where the rate contribution consequently changes sign �if it
is not still zero in case that 2� is the greater threshold�. For
the lowest-order AR again our analysis proves that the
threshold values have been given correctly in the previous
section. In general, the conditions to increase the island
charge from n to n+1 by partial lowest-order AR across the
left junction read 2A�2�+4nEc and 2A� �4n+2�Ec. All
other terms with four g containing geh and ghe for AR, can
similarly be taken in groups of four and shown to cancel
completely or give their essential rate contribution from a 2�
interval. However, not all half-open outer and intermediate
intervals fully outweight each other for all voltages and ar-
bitrary ratio Ec :�. Their contributions are strongly damped
because geh and ghe quickly drop to almost zero outside the
2� intervals where they are centered, but they may already
be seen as an effect of interference between island charge
states. An essential contribution from AR with the electron-
hole conversion in the left lead instead of on the island—
even if only partially carried out for island charging—
interestingly requires the full charging energy for both
particles, that is 4Ec for the process from island charge −1 to
1 and 8Ec for going from 0 to 2. This behavior adds further
small steps or changes in slope to the I-V at these voltage
positions.

The products in Eq. �4.8� represent contributions to the
rate for changing the island charge between n and n+1. A 	
directly at the beginning or at the end of a product always
designates a hopping between n and n+1. Charge indices
n−1 and n+2 and thus densities of states corresponding to
these island potentials also appear. In products containing

FIG. 15. Composition of
lowest-in-voltage contributions
from first-order AR to island-
charge change rates from zero to
one across the left junction for po-
tential difference A=V /2. g func-
tions for terms I–IV �see text� are
plotted with the same symbols for
their purely real values within the
intervals of lengths 2� and their
purely imaginary values outside
these. Arrows mark the sign of the
product where it is real.
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even more factors 	, the island charge index may adopt val-
ues even further away from n and n+1. So the explicit ex-
pressions from Eq. �4.8� again as in Fig. 3�b� illustrate how
interference between island charge states is included despite
using rates between neighboring charge states only. Devel-
opments such as Eq. �4.8� can be regarded as interferences
between transport processes of different order. For example,
the product behind g+− in term IV with n=0 corresponds to
the second process from Fig. 3�b� going from 0 to 1, from 1
to 2, and back to 1. Instead of the reverse of this three-step
process, here the conjugate of the simple one-step process
0→1, the 	 in front of g+−, closes the cycle to n=0. The
more island charge states get involved in a rate contribution,
the more g functions shifted against each other have to be
multiplied. The frequency range to integrate over will de-
compose into more 2� and intermediate intervals. With more
complicated conditions in terms of Ec and � there can well
be more than one central part yielding a nonzero rate and
thus giving rise to current contributions like the small bump
at low voltages in Fig. 7�b�.

We shall end this section by giving yet another interpre-
tation of the rate terms �4.8�. Terms I and II designate the AR
between n=−1 and n=1, terms III and IV the AR between
n=0 and n=2 with the AR on the island from Fig. 8�b�, and
taking the 0↔1 step out of both here. For the second process
we illustrate in Fig. 16 that the diagram from Fig. 8�b� would
be equal to mirroring the energy level at the n=1 state. Go-
ing the AR path forth and back in the diagram corresponds to
converting the amplitude for the process into an intensity.
Just shifting the leading 	 to the end of the terms III and IV
�see Appendix B�, the elements of the path are easily identi-
fied with the factors of the rate products.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have developed a model to calculate
current-voltage curves �I-Vs� for a series of two quantum
point contacts �QPCs� with a bulklike metallic island be-
tween them in the superconducting state. Charge transfer
processes over both junctions can be simultaneous and are
linked via the varying island potential. Coherence is, how-

ever, restricted to multiple reflections across individual junc-
tions. Nonlinearities or edges in the I-Vs are due to an inter-
play of multiple Andreev reflections �MARs� and Coulomb
blockade �CB�. Our model predicts that MARs do not prin-
cipally get suppressed because of CB. Our method is based
on coupling amplitudes from single-hopping events rather
than addition of current contributions from cotunneling or
multiple reflections. Features in the I-Vs are nevertheless
conveniently interpreted as arising from processes of particu-
lar order. Interestingly, instead of only one threshold for a
certain charge transfer, we get two, one assuring to overcome
the superconductor energy gap and the other checking for the
charging energy. In contrast to orthodox theory �OT� �with-
out cotunneling�, even a current contribution from a MAR
only requires the energy for one additional charge on the
island. The ratio of the gap width and the charging energy
then determines which is the higher threshold marking the
onset of the process. Flow of a dc current through the whole
system further requires fulfilling such conditions for a pro-
cess increasing the island charge across one junction and at
the same time for a process decreasing the island charge
across the other junction. Therefore there is no unique se-
quence of step positions in the I-V, but the shape of the curve
depends crucially on the setup parameters.

Extension of the model to include coherent forth- and
back-reflections over both junctions is possible and currently
under work. This fully coherent model produces I-V charac-
teristics that differ from OT even in the normal-conducting
state, with earlier current onset, however CB effects still
present. Other modifications to consider would consist in al-
lowing the leads and the island to be of different materials
with nonequal gap widths or even regarding superconductor–
normal conductor mixed systems, as well as including a par-
ity effect28–30 possibly by according the density of states for
an odd number of excess charges on the island. Our model
for double-QPCs even in the low transmission regime pre-
dicts a different behavior than that observed in experiments
on and extended orthodox theory calculations for double tun-
nel junctions.20,24 For a QPC and a tunnel junction in series
we can therefore also propose a hybrid model promising to
reproduce qualitative features from preliminary
measurements17 with transport channels in the intermediate
transmission regime for the QPC.
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APPENDIX A

In this section we show the blockwise written Dyson
equation T=	+	gT for processes across the left junction in
the time domain

FIG. 16. The AR bringing the island from state 0 to 2 can
equivalently be drawn as mirroring the level of the incoming elec-
tron at the intermediate one state. Adding the complementary path
of the process corresponds to evaluating the intensity from the am-
plitude. Arrows and points are identified with the factors of terms
III and IV from Eq. �4.8� with n=0 as follows: ��� gLL,ee, �a� 	LI,e

0 1 ,
��� gII,eh, �b� 	IL,h

1 2 , ���: gLL,hh, �c� 	LI,h
2 1 , ��� gII,he, �d� 	IL,e

1 0 .
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�A1�

The time argument of all g on the right side is �
−
1�. T on
the left side is of �
 ,
�� and T on the right side under the
integrals is of �
1 ,
��.

If an electron is just once transferred from I to L �position
TLI,ee� the number of �negative� charges on the island de-
creases by one, therefore n1=n2−1 or n2=n1+1. The �real�
transfer amplitude is t. The fixed part due to the applied
voltage V of the potential difference is A, taken with a minus
sign in the exponent for the electron’s negative charge. The
varying part of the island potential is −�n1+1�B before and
−n1B after the transfer. As the electron moves from the island
to the fixed potential on the left it is the value before that
enters the phase change. The other cases are as follows. An
electron goes from L to I �position TIL,ee�: The number of
negative charges on the island increases by one, n1=n2+1 or
n2=n1−1. The potential difference in the exponent is taken

with opposite sign than in the first case, because the electron
is going the other way. It is moving onto the island, thus it is
the island potential afterwards, i.e., −n1B, that matters. A
hole goes from I to L �position TLI,hh�: The �negative� island
charge increases by 1, thus n1=n2+1 or n2=n1−1. Without
the phase factor from the potential the hopping amplitude for
the hole is −t. The potential difference is taken with opposite
sign in the exponent than for an electron going from I to L,
because the hole has opposite charge. It is the island poten-
tial before the transfer that matters, i.e., −�n1−1�B. A hole
goes from L to I �position TIL,hh�: The �negative� island
charge decreases, n1=n2−1 or n2=n1+1. The amplitude is −t
for the hole and we have to take the potential in the exponent
with opposite sign as for an electron going from L to I as
well as the island potential afterwards, i.e., −n1B.

Recursion relation for TLI in Fourier space:
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�A2�

T in Eq. �A2� always means the matrix � Tee Teh

The Thh
�. �k, Vk

−, and
Vk

+ include the factor t2 and Vk
− and Vk

+ also the minus sign in
front of it, see Eq. �2.11�.

In order to solve it, we define zk
+ and zk

− by

Tk+2 = zk
+Tk and Tk−2 = zk

−Tk �A3�

from which follows that

zk−2
+ = �1 − �k − Vk

+zk
+�−1Vk

− for k � 1 �A4�

and

zk+2
− = �1 − �k − Vk

−zk
−�−1Vk

+ for k � − 1. �A5�

The zk
± are calculated beginning at some kmax−2 or kmin+2,

respectively, for which Vkmax

+ or Vkmin

− are assumed to vanish,
for they would lead to Tkmax+2 or Tkmin−2, respectively, which
are not included any more. T1 and T−1 are obtained from

T1 = s1 + �1T1 + V1
+z1

+T1 + V1
−T−1,

T−1 = s−1 + �−1T−1 + V−1
+ T1 + V−1

− z−1
− T−1. �A6�

Then Tk for positive k can be successively evaluated using zk
+

and Tk for negative k using zk
−.

APPENDIX B

Here we demonstrate how the rates given by the Keldysh
Green’s functions are rewritten in terms of the transfer func-
tions and how the transformation from time to Fourier space
is performed. Noting both island charge indices on a 	 yields
equivalent information to giving one of them and designating
the 	 as an e or h transfer. As we take the trace in eh space
of Eq. �2.15�, an outermost 	 can be moved from the begin-
ning to the end of a matrix product or from the end to the
beginning; this changes the outer charge index from n to
n+1 or vice versa. For the same reason, deciding that we
take the hh component of the first and the ee component of
the second product, the inner charge index can as well be
understood as being summed over, as are all of them in the
following. For simplicity we will, however, cease to write
them explicitly.
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Tr�	LI
n+1 nGIL,+−

n n+1 + GLI,+−
n n+1	IL

n+1 n� = �
n�

�	LI
n+1 n�GIL,+−

n� n+1�hh + �
n�

�GLI,+−
n n� 	IL

n� n�ee

= �	LI�GII
r 	ILgLL

+−�1 + 	LIGIL
a � + 	LI�1 + GIL

r 	LI�gII
+−	ILGLL

a ��hh
outer index n+1

+ ��1 + GLI
r 	IL�gLL

+−	LIGII
a 	IL + GLL

r 	LIgII
+−�1 + 	ILGLI

a �	IL�ee
outer index n

= �GII
r 	ILgLL

+−�	LI + 	LIGIL
a 	LI��hh

n + ��	LI + 	LIGIL
r 	LI�gII

+−	ILGLL
a �hh

n+1

+ ��	IL + 	ILGLI
r 	IL�gLL

+−	LIGII
a �ee

n+1 + �GLL
r 	LIgII

+−�	IL + 	ILGLI
a 	IL��ee

n

= �gII
r TIL

r gLL
+−�	LI + 	LIgII

a TII
a ��hh

n + ��	LI + 	LIgII
r TII

r �gII
+−TIL

a gLL
a �hh

n+1

+ ��	IL + 	ILgLL
r TLL

r �gLL
+−TLI

a gII
a �ee

n+1 + �gLL
r TLI

r gII
+−�	IL + 	ILgLL

a TLL
a ��ee

n

= �gII
r TIL

r gLL
+−TLI

a �hh
n + �TLI

r gII
+−TIL

a gLL
a �hh

n+1 + �TIL
r gLL

+−TLI
a gII

a �ee
n+1 + �gLL

r TLI
r gII

+−TIL
a �ee

n , �B1�

where Eq. �2.3� has been used in the last step. Complemen-
tary to Eq. �2.10�, for TIL set the Fourier transform

TIL
n1 n2�
,
�� = �

k
�
m
	 d� e−i�
eikA
�/eimB
�/ei�
�TIL,km

n1 n2 ���

�B2�

with k=n1−n2 and m=−kn2−k2 /2−1/2. Then for the func-
tion in Fourier space we can exploit �an asterisk denotes
complex conjugation�

�TLI,ee
n1 n2,r/a�* = TIL,ee

n2 n1,a/r,

�TLI,eh
n1 n2,r/a�* = − TIL,he

n2 n1,a/r,

�TLI,he
n1 n2,r/a�* = − TIL,eh

n2 n1,a/r,

�TLI,hh
n1 n2,r/a�* = TIL,hh

n2 n1,a/r. �B3�

It still has to be proven that in building a product with Eq.
�2.10� for TLI and Eq. �B2� for TIL only contributions with

the same k from both sums remain and that in Eq. �2.16� in
each product TLI, TIL, and gII have the same argument and
the argument of gLL is shifted by kA+mB. In Eq. �2.16� m is
the index of both T from each product, i.e., in the order the
terms are written

m = − k�n − k� − k2/2 − 1/2,

m = − k�n + 1� − k2/2 − 1/2,

m = − k�n + 1 − k� − k2/2 − 1/2,

m = − kn − k2/2 − 1/2. �B4�

As an example for the way to proceed, we here take the first
out of the four terms �still in the time domain� and insert the
Fourier representations �2.9�, �2.10�, and �B2�:

�gII
r TIL

r gLL
+−TLI

a �hh
n �
,
�� = �

n�
	 d
1d
2d
3 gII

r �
 − 
1�TIL
n n�,r�
1,
2�gLL

+−�
2 − 
3�TLI
n� n,a�
3,
��

= �
n�
	 d
1d
2d
3�

k
�
m

�
k�

�
m�
	 d�1d�2d�3d�4 e−i�1�
−
1�gII

r ��1�e−i�2
1eikA
2eimB
2ei�2
2

�TIL,km
n n�,r��2�e−i�3�
2−
3�gLL

+−��3�e−i�4
3e−ik�A
3e−im�B
3ei�4
�TLI,k�m�
n� n,a ��4� . �B5�
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The integral is triple over time �
1 ,
2 ,
3� and in the last
stage fourfold over frequency ��1 to �4�. Recognizing rep-
resentations of � distributions in the integrals over 
i and
renaming �=�1, we are left with

�
n�

�
k

�
m

�
k�

�
m�
	 d� gII

r ���TIL,km
n n�,r���gLL

+−�� + kA + mB�

�TLI,k�m�
n�n,a

„� + �k − k��A + �m − m��B…

�e−i�
ei��+�k−k��A+�m−m��B�
�. �B6�

Now setting 
=
� and demanding that no phase factor
depending on 
 remains, necessitates k�=k and m�=m,
thus the result from Eq. �2.16�. ac current contributions
in a channel do not alter the probabilities for the island
charge states in a long-time average and do not have to
be counterbalanced by other processes, transfers
through other channels or the other junction in order to
keep the Pn constant. Therefore in analogy to the dc cur-
rent in Ref. 13 here already the single-channel island
charge-change rates are restricted to their nonoscillating
parts.
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